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Instant
Profit

Assessment
Helps you understand
 where your business

profits are hiding



Make Profit First
Have you always wanted to have better control over your 

business cashflow and profit?
 

 This Instant Profit Assessment is the first step in your journey towards 
reducing financial stress and setting up your future profitability

The Instant Profit Assessment is a simple tool 
that measures and compares your business profits



Instructions

Identify your company’s Real Revenue* for the last 
12 months.

Pick the column that corresponds to your real revenue 
in Figure 1.

Complete the Actual column in Figure 2 with your actual
numbers for the last 12 months

Using the percentages identified in Step 2, fill
out the PF% in Figure 2.

Multiple the Real Revenue number in the Actual column
with each PF% and enter the resultant number in the
corresponding PF$ row.

For each row, subtract the PF$ number from the Actual
number and put the result in the corresponding row in 
The Bleed column. Note: You may get negative numbers.

Multiple the Real Revenue number in the Actual column
with each PF% and enter the resultant number in the
corresponding PF$ row.
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*Real Revenue is the income generated by your company after subtracting the cost of materials 
and subcontractors. This is similar to Gross Profit, but does not include your employee labour. 
The total income of a service business is typically its Real Revenue. The total income for a retailer,
manufacturer or agency (with many subcontractors) typically need to adjust the total income to
Real Revenue.



Business TAPS (Target Allocation Percentages)

Figure 1.
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The Result
The completed Instant Profit Assessment tells you what you need to do with your allocation of money 

(either increase or decrease) and by how much (specified in The Bleed column),  for each account.

Figure 2.



NEIL OSBORNE IS ON A MISSION
 

He’s a sales and business coach who for more than
three decades has worked exclusively in the Salon,

Clinic and Aesthetic industries. Over those decades,
he’s dramatically grown hundreds of service and

product-based brands and businesses. He uses
industry-specific methods that have helped those

businesses adopt a commercially clever approach to
growing their sales, by developing their consultation,

persuasion and client interaction skills.
 

Having read the “Profit First®” book and integrating
the system into his own business during 2019, in early

2020 the COVID-19 crisis locked down his industry.
He witnessed thousands of salons and clinics

struggle to survive. As a result, Neil committed to
pivoting the methods his uses and teaches, to help the

industry recover and rebuild, through sustainable,
profitable growth that’s driven by proven industry-

specific integrations of the Profit First principles. 
 

As a certified Profit First Professional,
his mission is to eradicate entrepreneurial poverty

 in the Hair, Beauty and Aesthetic industries
across Australia and New Zealand.

THANK YOU

Neil Osborne
+61 419 233 439

neil@thesalescatalyst.com.au
www.thesalescatalyst.com.au


